Delving into α-stable distribution in noise suppression for seizure detection from scalp EEG.
There is serious noise in EEG caused by eye blink and muscle activities. The noise exhibits similar morphologies to epileptic seizure signals, leading to relatively high false alarms in most existing seizure detection methods. The objective in this paper is to develop an effective noise suppression method in seizure detection and explore the reason why it works. Based on a state-space model containing a non-linear observation function and multiple features as the observations, this paper delves deeply into the effect of the α-stable distribution in the noise suppression for seizure detection from scalp EEG. Compared with the Gaussian distribution, the α-stable distribution is asymmetric and has relatively heavy tails. These properties make it more powerful in modeling impulsive noise in EEG, which usually can not be handled by the Gaussian distribution. Specially, we give a detailed analysis in the state estimation process to show the reason why the α-stable distribution can suppress the impulsive noise. To justify each component in our model, we compare our method with 4 different models with different settings on a collected 331-hour epileptic EEG data. To show the superiority of our method, we compare it with the existing approaches on both our 331-hour data and 892-hour public data. The results demonstrate that our method is most effective in both the detection rate and the false alarm. This is the first attempt to incorporate the α-stable distribution to a state-space model for noise suppression in seizure detection and achieves the state-of-the-art performance.